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Brochures

We give businesses  
all of the tools to 
succeed on the web 
and in the real world 
with our modern 
design and print.

Amazing creative design support 

and fast turn around for printing business 

cards, marketing material and anything else. 

Never any issues but if 

something doesn’t work right 

they are very quick to make sure 

it is the best quality it can be. 

Highly recommend for all 

printing and marketing needs!

– Jack Cole, Kon Findis, Toronto

Brochures are flyers that are folded. Brochures 

are compact, allowing you to include more 

information. These brochures offer a glossy and 

shiny look that easily grabs attention.

Printhub is Key Design 

Incs’ go to, all in one marketing, 

signage, printing, coordinating team!  

We trust them with our clients needs 

because of their great quality and exceptional 

service.  Thank you Printhub.  We couldn’t do it 

without you. – Key Designs Inc.
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Flyer Ads, Such flyers 

contain information  

that is concise and  

easy to read. 

Options

3Corporate Flyers

3Photo-centric Flyers

3Leaflets

Half Fold

Accordion
Fold

Roll Fold

Half
& Half

Tri-Fold

Double  
Parallel Fold

Z Fold

Z Fold

Gate Fold

Double Gate
Fold

Popular Sizes

3Handbill

3Pamphlet

3Poster

3Tri-Fold Brochures

Flyers are great marketing tools that can be used to promote products and services. 

These flyers have a semi-gloss appearance and are the most popular.

Types of Fold

Flyers

31000 Gloss Text Flyer 

- 8.5” x 17” 

3500  Gloss Text Flyer 

- 8.5” x 17”
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Popular Page Count and Quantity (8, 12 & 24 Page Booklets)

Give your personal brand an image that sticks with people.

350 - 80lb Silk Text Stock - 8.5” x 11”

3100 - 80lb Silk Text Stock - 8.5” x 11”

31000 - 80lb Silk Text Stock - 8.5” x 11” 

Booklets
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Impress customers with classy and refined printed ads.  We provide premium 

quality business cards with every form of customization you can imagine.

Economic, Standard and Premium - Post Cards  |  Quantity of 500, 1000+  

Standard Gloss front only. Popular Sizes - 4” x 6” | 4.2” x 5.5” | 5” x 7” | 5.5” x 8.5” | 6” x 9”

Post and Counter Cards

3Wide variety of surfaces  

& materials

3Premium papers  

& thicknesses

3Different shapes

3Finishings

3Textures

3Designs

3Embossing

3Metallic foil
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Benefits | Deals that stand out | Feature new products or special offers that 

draw attention to lesser-known products | Stay current with seasonal trends to 

increase brand awareness. Retailers | Place a Table Talker in a strategic location, 

such as next to a display of clothing, to advertise an offer or promote an item. 

Offices | Place Table Talkers in meeting rooms and reception areas to remind 

clients and employees. Spas and Nail Salons | you can advertise classes or 

personal training sessions at gyms for spas and nail salons by printing sales 

flyers, product lists and menus.

Retail and Hospitality Table Talkers
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Printhub.ink can accommodate your short run printing needs. A quick and 

efficient way to get your business noticed. We produce labeling that gives 

businesses memorable and cohesive looks. 

Labels and Stickers

3Custom shapes

3Product labels

3Adhesive labels

3Mailing labels

3Return address labels

3Sheet stickers

3Custom stickers

3Swing tags

3Custom tags

3Magnets

3Letter seals

3Packaging

3Banners

3Car decals  

& wrapping
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Wide 
Format Print
Price is forgotten, but quality stays 

with us for a long time.

*Dedicated colour  

channels.
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Printhub.ink only uses the highest quality equipment to produce the highest quality results.



Retractable Banners

5 Benefits Of A Roll-up Banner Stand

Retractable Banner Stands Outdoor Banner Stands

Types of Banner Stands

3Easy Installation

3Striking 

3Portability

3Durable

3Customization

Popular types and sizes - Double sided 33.5” x 79”  |  Pull up standard, 

wide 47” x 79”  |  Pull up standard, wide 59” x 79”  

|  Desktop 8” x 12”  |  Desktop 12” x 16.5”   

|  Pop up stand 139” x 88  |  Pop up stand  

168” x 88”  |  Pop up stand 197” x 88”

Tension  
Banner Stands
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Banners
FP
O
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We provide businesses with a wide variety 

of sign sizing, finishing and surface options 

that make your signs POP. 

3Vinyl banners

3Mesh banners

3Retractable banners

3Posters

3Yard signs

33 dimensional signs

3A-frame signs

3Ad stands

3Billboards

3Store front signs

Signs get attention. Make sure your name stands out from the rest.



Point-Of-Purchase (Pop) 
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Point-of-purchase (POP) advertising is in-store advertising that holds the attention 

of shoppers while they’re in an establishment. This mode of advertising is usually 

found on printed signage like banners, shelf callouts, and end-cap displays.

Types of material used in creating point-of-purchase (POP) advertising:

3Acrylic

3Corrugate

3Falcon Board

3Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

3Styrene

3UltraBoard or  

Gator Board

3Foam board  

(Foam Core)

3Paper

3Aluminum (Dibond)

3Medium-Density 

Fibreboard (MDF) Wood

3Vinyl – Banner  

or Self-Adhesive



Translucent  |  Similar to transparent graphics, translucent 

(lets the light through) window graphics are designed to  

be backlit, making them highly visible in the evening and  

at night.

Perforated  |  Also known as “one-way vision” graphics, 

perforated graphics let people see out of a window, but 

not in. A window’s exterior is covered with a graphic, but 

the interior remains bare. Perforated graphics are also often 

used on vehicle windows (like city buses).

Transparent  |  In addition to being translucent, transparent 

or see-through window graphics are also designed to be 

backlit, making them more visible to a passersby at night.

Etched glass vinyl  |  Etched glass vinyl – creates a glass 

etched look, sandblasted, or textured glass. The effect can 

define interior spaces while keeping an open impression 

with a fashionable look. 

Retail / Hospitality Window Graphics
Most common Window Graphics. Coverage of all window types. Window graphics are an 

affordable and creative way to get express your business.
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Retail signs come in many shapes and sizes and can be viewed from many different 

distances, ranging from a few inches to several hundred feet.

Many thanks for Gavin and Sucho’s stick 

handling of the many moving parts for the  

Birdhouse Realty launch this past week printing the dozens 

and dozens of realtor signs produced for us (Barking Pixel 

Design Co.) in the short window to be ready for our client. 

As well as for some custom awards recently produced for 

Ontario Parks. So nice to have the SwissQ capability right 

here in Peterborough. Many thanks, team effort.  

– Clint & Kerry, Barking Pixel Design Co. barkingpixel.ca

Retail Indoor Signage
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Retail Outdoor  
Signage
Print small or large quantities 

with quick turnaround times.
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Desktop
Screens
Steel Stands

Hanging

Shields

Table 
Guards

Reception 
Guards

Providing high-quality solutions is a commitment of Printhub.ink. Guards can 

be tailored to your individual workplace needs.

Custom Sneeze Protection
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Directional / Wayfinding

4 Types Of Wayfinding Signs.

Identification: You can find out where you are by looking at 

identification signs

Directional: They indicate the direction you should follow

Informational: Gives you supplemental info about the journey  

and/or destination

Regulatory: These provide information about rules and regulations

Informational Signage
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We always enjoy working with Printhub.  Their product 

quality and attention to detail are second to none, and the installations 

are always completed in a professional and timely manner.  

– David Cox, Co-Owner & Sales Manager,  Brant Basics



Hospitality 
Indoor 
Signage
Advertising and signage  

solutions are available from 

Printhub.ink for retail and hospitality.

Floor Directional
Graphics

Seasonal menus 
that are affordable

Specials of  
the month

Safety or  
directional signs

A frame signs, speak 
to those walking or

driving by
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Why is good signage important, what is the value?

Business Outdoor Signage

3 Drive and  
increase traffic 

3 Increase purchase 
decisions 

3 Communicate  
value position

3 Enhance and extend 
your brand 

3 Emphasize the  
positive 

3 Cross-sell 



A custom-led sign can create and add to your branding. 

Luminating and accenting letters or logos give a visual 

appearance that turns heads. The LED backlighting 

allows for multiple colour variations. 

Custom LED Signage

Custom LED indoor and outdoor signs
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Working with Printhub 

made a daunting job so easy and stress 

free. Their team handled absolutely 

everything that we had dreaded making 

decisions on and delivered a beautiful 

finished product on time and on  

budget. – Denise and Lee, The Market 

Wall Art 
For All 
Businesses
Retail, hospitality indoor and 

outdoor wall art.
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Vehicle  
Wraps
Vehicle decals are  

a must for small  

businesses and  

business-owned vehicles.

Fleet Graphics
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Studies estimate that vehicle wraps can garner as many as 30,000 to 70,000  

daily impressions. Vehicle Wraps attain high impressions with minimal investment. 

They help identify your brand and advertise your business while you’re on the road. 

Fleet vehicle advertising boosts name recognition 15x greater than other  

advertising media. Cost per thousand (CPT) impressions is much better than other 

media (how much it costs per 1000 exposures to potential customers).

Did ya know? 96% of Canadians travel per week – either driver or passenger. 

Busiest highway: Highway 401 in Ontario, Canada, has volumes surpassing an average 

of 500,000 vehicles per day. 

Average vehicle wrap costs between $1,500 to $3,200. We do all vehicle wraps in-house.

Brand and Advertise on the Road

3Car wrapping

3Car door decals

3Car & truck lettering

3Window decals

3Car stickers

3Bumper stickers

3Trailers

3Trucks

3Buses

3Fleet
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In-House 
Offset Printing
& In-House Large Format Printing.

24

HP Latex 800 W Printer

Heidelberg  Heidelberg  

SpeedmasterSpeedmaster
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We offer a complete range of marketing and print solutions. All products 

are produced in-house. 

Nexicom has been using Vincent  

Press [a division of Printhub.ink] for many years  

and cannot say enough great things about them.  

Great finished product, great pricing, and a super 

friendly and knowledgeable staff.  Would highly 

recommend. – Lance, Nexicom

Always fair prices, great customer 

service, friendly staff, highly recommended. – Kathy

Customer Satisfaction



Red X 
Technologies
Engage us today to learn more about how we can help you leverage 

technology to your advantage. We’re ready when you are!
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Thank you to all our current customers and our ongoing local partnerships. We appreciate your business and seeing your friendly faces!

As a Fortune 500 Leader, Xerox is the largest 

business management processing company  

in the world and #1 in the marketplace. Red X 

Technologies Inc. is the Xerox Authorized  

Sales Agency in Canada located in Central  

Eastern Ontario.  Check out all our locations  

at www.redxtechnology.ca.

We’ve had many different 

photocopiers over the years, our latest one from 

Red X is one of the best.  The copier arrived on 

time and was fully integrated with our computer 

system prior to their technical services team 

leaving our site.  We are also impressed with  

Red X’s community involvement. – Alex Soubliere 

Call Us! (705) 875-3512  |  mark@redxtechnology.ca  |  59 B Hunter St. E, Peterborough

Xerox Versant

Xerox VersaLink

Xerox AltaLink
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We can accommodate most or all of your cutting needs. Our list of in-house 

cutting machines include: the Apex 3R, the Zund G3 L-2500, and the amazing 

Messer Fiberblade 3015 Plus.

Large Format Cutting

Apex 3R Zund G3 L-2500

Messer Fiberblade 3015 Plus



How can we help you?
printhub.ink

Place your order online  |  Call us! (705) 749-9999

873 High Street, Peterborough, Ontario
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Electric 
Fluorescent

Colours
29



printhub.ink  |  705-749-9999

873 High Street, 

Peterborough, ON K9J 5R1

info@printhub.ink

vincentpress.com  |  705-745-1342

 708 Rye St, Peterborough, ON K9J 6W9 

mail@vincentpress.com

CuttingCenter.ca  |  705-749-9999

873 High Street,  

Peterborough, ON K9J 5R1

info@printhub.ink

a division of printhub.ink

a division of printhub.ink


